Pets/animals useful Travel Checklist

Travelling with your pet / transporting your animal can be very easy when you are well-informed and prepared!

Use the checklist below to ensure that everything is ready before taking off:

**Before flight**

- Pet passport & official documents are ready.
- Necessary veterinary examinations or treatments (e.g. vaccinations, microchipping) have been completed.
- You have checked all restrictions/regulations applying in the destination you are flying to.
- You already have an approved special box/container for your pet/animal.
- Your pet/animal is familiar with the container.
- You have necessary ID tags and a collar.
- You have enough pet snacks and treats.

**At the airport**

- Present yourself at the check-in counter at least one (1) hour before flight departure.
- Give your pet/animal a long walk at the airport before the process of security control.